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Glossary
ATS Automatic Transfer Switch
ATSE Automatic TSE
CB Circuit Breaker
CoS Continuity of Service
I / L Interlocking
LBS Load Break Switchboard
SLD Single Line Diagram
TSE Transfer Switching Equipment
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Focus on fire-fighting electrical control 
panels for infrastructure projects
Infrastructure applications such as airports, railways, tunnels or the underground (subway) are very sensitive applications where 
a power outage can have very dangerous consequences. These concern sites with a high density and continuous presence of 
people whose safety has to be ensured in any situation. One of them is in case of fire, which means that fire-fighting equipment 
must be kept in perfect working condition. We need only remember the various fire disasters we have seen in recent years and all 
the dramatic consequences. This paper will examine the specifics of power availability for infrastructure projects, with a specific 
focus on fire-fighting electrical control panels.

Rare utility outages with double independent MV power supply
In countries with robust public distribution networks:
•	 outages are rare. The trend is even to reduce outages by increasing underground MV networks. These are less likely to have 

outages caused by falling tree branches or any other external causes,
•	 the outages are mostly of MV origin,
•	 it is possible to have two MV supply lines from two different substations, which is not so common in other applications.

Therefore, the probability of having both lines OFF at the same moment is negligible.
Under these circumstances, it does not appear necessary to have a DG back-up for handling a utility outage.

DG back-up for external causes
Nevertheless, an outage can still occur in the switchboards, most of the causes being due to human error (80 % of faults occur 
after maintenance operations !), sometime by external causes (rodents, water leakage). For this type of event, a DG back-up will 
be necessary, but it will have to cope specifically with these threats.

A specific case for this application is the fire-fighting electrical control panel because “external causes” are almost certain in the 
event of a fire.
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Fig. 1 - Conventional CB-based solution.
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Case study of an electrical fire-fighting 
control panel for a railway station
The conventional TSE CB-based solution will always lead to a heavy busbar with interconnected CBs and a complex I / L system.

The drawbacks are the usual ones brought by the CB-based TSE system design (for further details please refer to the document 
“Basics for electrical system design including protection and transfer”(1), among which:
•	 low protection on short circuit with several instances of 2 identical CBs in series on one fault. For further details, please see the 

Technical Note “LBS vs CB in switchboards 2014”(1) to understand the design flaw,
•	 low overall protection after a few years due to e wear and tear of the CB used as TSE,
•	 low reliability: the system reliability is more or less equivalent to the reliability of the I / L,
•	 complex operation with a “engineer type” truth table, with risk of losing the keys, difficult automation and when it is done, being 

always a sort of “DIY” job with its associated reliability issues, loose connections, etc.,
•	 risk of circumventing the I / L, leading to a major fault on the next incorrectly performed transfer,
•	 heavy busbar, with consequences for cost and layout, plus CB oversizing,
•	 the electrical fire-fighting control panel is not supplied directly by the transformer output, with a single short-circuit protection, 

which increases the risk of accidental interruption.

But the major defect of this solution is that it does not adequately tackle the threat it has to combat in the given environment. 
This type of schematic is aimed at utility outages. The common busbar and the complexity of the panels is not the correct 
response to the major threat explained above: human error and external causes in the switchboards. The fire panel is 
particularly exposed to these drawbacks, with two CBs of the same rating in series in each incomer, the possible circumventing 
of the I / L and most importantly, the high rate of human error during a fire or any stressful situation.

To easily increase availability, a TSE could be added between the Sync panel and the back-up DG.

(1) Consult the document: www.socomec.com/resourcesTSE

www.socomec.com/resourcesTSE
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Fig. 2 - Loads configuration & logical diagram.

Fig. 3 - SLD without Transfer.
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System design with pC-type TSE
Loads configuration
Let us suppose a railway station with 2 levels of technical floor with switch room.
Each half building has non-ESSential and ESSential loads. Non-ESSential loads have two sources (2 transformers) and 
ESSential loads have 3 sources (2 transformers and a DG). The electrical fire-fighting control panel is unique and has 3 sources 
(2 transformers	and	a	specific	DG).

The logical loads diagram is:

The specific case of the electrical fire-fighting control panel will be analysed in chapter “Specific issues with electrical fire-fighting 
control panels”. As indicated above, this SLD is optimised in term of continuity of service, protection and cost. There is no conflict 
in the protection.

SLD “Protection” without transfer
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Fig. 4 - SLD with protection & transfer.
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Compared to a traditional CB-based drawing, this design brings the same advantages already seen above: a perfect protection, no 
selectivity issues, maximum Continuity of Service (CoS), cabling optimisation, simple operation, and maintainability.

SLD with protection and transfer
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Specific issues with electrical fire-fighting 
control panels
Electrical power for fire-fighting must be available at all costs, unless greater damage can be caused to the building in the event 
of a fire. The main European standard, EN 12845, specifies the fire-fighting system. Below you will find its electrical installation 
requirements and some design practices found in various parts of the world.

EN 12845 requirements for electrical installations used for fire-fighting
•	 The electrical network for fire panels must be available at any time.
•	 In case of 2 electrical sources for the sprinklers, the two feeding cables must be at 3 m distance minimum.
•	Cables are dimensioned at 150 % of the maximum current value at full load.
•	Utilisation category must be adapted to harsh loads
•	 The electrical supply must be monitored (phase absence, amplitude, etc.), an ATSE can do it autonomously
•	Pumps and their control panel should be in the same room.
•	One load per cable.
•	Cables must be flame retardant.
•	Cables should be “single piece”, with junctions boxes close to the pumps.
•	Cables should be installed so as to remain operational in the event of fire (i.e. buried, within flame retardant material) or when 

exposed to water.
•	 The fire control panel must be installed in a specific fire-resistant switch room.
•	 There must not be any disconnection of the pumps should there be a disconnection in any part of the installation.
•	Switches should be labelling “not to be switched OFF in case of fire”.

BS 8519 ATSE specification
BS standard BS 8519:2010 gives more details on TSE requirements: when the risk of fire is linked to the safety of persons, an 
ATSE with Bypass should be used.

Fig. 5 - BS 8519 ATSE specification.

Automatic changeover devices
The primary and secondary power supply cables should be terminated via a changeover device (automatic transfer switch or 
similar) located within the plant room(s) housing the life safety and fire-fighting equipment, or in the case of a fire-fighting lift, 
within the fire-fighting shaft.
The changeover device should automatically effect the transition from the primary to the secondary power supply in the event 
of the loss of the primary supply to the plant.
Changeover devices should conform to BS EN 60947-6.
Where the availability of the life safety and fire-fighting equipment is conditional to the occupation of the building, a Bypass 
arrangement should be incorporated to enable the changeover device to be maintained without loss of service from the critical 
plant.
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About the author

Conclusion
When dealing with infrastructure projects, the fire-fighting equipment requires special care in order to ensure the safety of persons. 
According to the concept of protection and transfer separation, power availability is enhanced and is more robust in the event of 
serious events.

Design practices for the power supply to fire-fighting control panels
•	Dual or triple source power supply.
•	 If possible, one source should be a separate DG, used only for fire-fighting.
•	Gears are sized according to the cable gauge (150 %), not the real maximum demand.
•	No overload protection on the feeders. Short circuit protection only.
•	Power is tapped directly off the sources above the first protection.
•	Permanent monitoring of the sources, either by the TSE itself or by a separate meter + Aux inputs.
•	Bypass on the TSE under certain conditions as seen above.

These specific requirements lead to an increased level of availability and resilience to external factors. In the diagram below you 
can see examples of different electrical system designs.

Fig. 6 - Double source feeding. Fig. 7 - Triple source feeding.
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The triple source power supply system will also accept a Bypass: it should be positioned on the lower level ATSE.

Jérémie Pleynet received an MSc Engineering degree from the French Arts et Métiers Paris Tech School of Engineering in 2008.
He started his career at Socomec Italy in 2008 in Technical Sales Support for Power Switching and Power Monitoring. In 2010 he 
was promoted to the post of Specification Engineer in Power Conversion.
He later took over responsibility for the Italian Specification and Technical Support teams, and in 2016 he transferred to Socomec 
headquarters in France to be part of the Specification and Segment Development team with specific focus on the Healthcare and 
Data Centre sectors.
He is currently in charge of coordinating specification activities for the Socomec Group’s commercial and industrial sites around the 
world, providing training, technical and commercial support and business development for major projects.
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